**Small Spaces**
by Katherine Arden

**Finding Langston**
By Lesa Cline-Ransome

**Louisiana’s Way Home**
by Kate DiCamillo

**The Night Diary**
by Veera Hiranandani

**It Wasn’t Me**
by Dana Alison Levy

**The Season of Styx Malone**
by Kekla Magoon

**Merci Suárez Changes Gears**
by Meg Medina

**The Hidden Witch**
* Graphic Novel
by Molly Knox Ostertag

**The Season of Styx Malone**
by Kekla Magoon

**The Story Collector**
by Kristin O’Donnell Tubb

---

* Graphic Novel
Available on Libby
Available on Hoopla
Fast Break by Derek Jeter

Because of the Rabbit by Cynthia Lord

The Mystery of Black Hollow Lane by Julia Nobel

Big Foot and Little Foot: The Squatchicorns by Ellen Potter

Squirm by Carl Hiaasen

*Apocalypse Taco by Nathan Hale

Astrid the Unstoppable by Maria Parr

Titanic by Jim Pipe

The New Kid* by Jerry Craft

* Graphic Novel

Available on Libby

Available on Hoopla
Rising Water: The Story of the Thai Cave Rescue
by Marc Aronson

Camp Average
by Craig Battle

The Last-Last-Day-of-Summer
by Lamar Giles

Glitch*
by Sarah Graley

Kazu Jones and the Denver Dognappers
by Shauna Holyoak

Just Jaime*
by Terri Libenson

Waylon! The Most Awesome of All
by Sara Pennypacker

Jada Sly, Artist & Spy
by Sherri Winston

The Pumpkin War
by Cathleen Young

* Graphic Novel
Available on Libby
Available on Hoopla
This Was Our Pact*  
by Ryan Andrews

Summer of a Thousand Pies  
by Margaret Dilloway

The Mystery at the Old Rancho*  
by Kim Dwinell

Odd and the Frost Giants  
by Neil Gaiman

Scouts  
by Shannon Greenland

Best Friends*  
by Shannon Hale

Dear Justice League*  
by Michael Northrop

The Hunt for the Mad Wolf’s Daughter  
by Diane Magras

Escape from the Palace  
by Santa Montefiore

Red Panda & Moon Bear*  
by Jarod Roselló

* Graphic Novel  
Available on Libby  
Available on Hoopla
Dead Voices
by Katherine Arden

Charlie Thorne & the Last Equation
by Stuart Gibbs

The Vanderbeekers to the Rescue
by Karina Yan Glaser

Sauerkraut
by Kelly Jones

Blastaway
by Melissa Landers

Hoax for Hire
by Laura Martin

Tunnel of Bones
by Victoria Schwab

Strange Birds
by Celia C. Perez

Look Both Ways
by Jason Reynolds

The Okay Witch*
by Emma Steinkellner

* Graphic Novel
Available on Libby
Available on Hoopla
Mac B., Kid Spy: Top Secret Smackdown  
by Mac Barnett

The Light in the Lake  
by Sarah R. Baughman

Momentous Events in the Life of a Cactus  
by Dusti Bowling

Sanity & Talullah: Field Trip*  
by Molly Brooks

Dear Sweet Pea  
by Julie Murphy

Mr. Penguin and the Fortress of Secrets  
by Alex T. Smith

The Size of the Truth  
by Andrew Smith

Malamander  
by Thomas Taylor

Me and Sam-Sam Handle the Apocalypse  
by Susan Vaught

Stargazing*  
by Jen Wang

* Graphic Novel  
Available on Libby  
Available on Hoopla
Ms. Morgan’s 2019 Favorites

This Was Our Pact* by Ryan Andrews

The Unteachables by Gordon Korman

New Kid* by Jerry Craft

The Remarkable Journey of Coyote Sunrise by Dan Gemeinhart

Pie in the Sky by Remy Lai

Dragon Pearl by Yoon Ha Lee

The Real McCoys: Wonder Undercover by Matthew Swanson

Charlie Hernández & the League of Shadows by Ryan Calejo

Lalani of the Distant Sea by Erin Entrada Kelly

The World Ends in April by Stacy McAnulty

Homerooms & Hall Passes by Tom O’Donnell

The Midwinter Witch* by Molly Knox Ostertag

* Graphic Novel
 Available on Libby
 Available on Hoopla